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The Oak Ridge Cleanup mission is
vital and important
Our mission is to complete
cleanup of the Oak Ridge
Reservation to:
• Protect the region’s health
and environment
• Make clean land available
for future use
• Ensure DOE’s ongoing
vital missions

Our vision is that the Oak Ridge Reservation is
Remediated, Modernized, and Reindustrialized
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We have demonstrated our abilities
in the face of complex challenges
•

Successfully accelerating cleanup of the East
Tennessee Technology Park

•

Solving the TRU waste storage problem during the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant shut down

•

Developing a plan to accelerate work on excess
contaminated facilities at Y-12 and ORNL

•

Maintaining aging facilities/infrastructure and
performing necessary life-extension work

Stabilizing Excess Facilities

Performing System Repairs

Utilizing new waste
storage packs
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We are continually pursuing
improved performance
• Improving our safety culture

• Ensuring that every activity is performed safely, every time
• Pursuing excellence in contract and project execution
• Partnering with all stakeholders in a productive manner
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We have established near-term visions
that support cleanup of the ORR

Vision 2016
Completion of GDP building
demolition at ETTP
K-27 Demolition Begins

Vision 2020
Remaining portion of ETTP
cleaned up and reindustrialized

Vision 2024

K-31/K-33 Area Ready for Reuse

Expand cleanup work to Y-12 to
address mercury contamination
Alpha 4 Awaits Cleanup and Demo
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Delivering on Vision 2016

All gaseous
diffusion
facilities at
ETTP
demolished by
end of 2016
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What remains to meet Vision 2020?
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Additional disposal capacity is needed to
successfully achieve Vision 2024
• A significant key to our success at ETTP is:
‒ An onsite disposal facility with a dedicated haul road
‒ Offsite disposal facilities available for higher hazard waste and not
appropriate for an onsite disposal cell

• The existing onsite disposal facility is ~70% full and is expected to be
nearly full once cleanup of ETTP is complete
‒ Anticipated capacity required for Y-12 and ORNL cleanup will be
equivalent to the disposal requirement for all of ETTP

• If additional disposal capacity is unavailable, cleanup of Y-12 and
ORNL will be delayed
– Impacts Y-12 and ORNL mission work
– Results in workforce reductions
– Extends cleanup schedules
Current onsite disposal facility
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Why are we planning for additional
disposal capacity now ?
• Ideally, a new disposal facility should be open to receive waste
18-24 months in advance of current facility closure
• Planning process takes several years to navigate and requires
involvement of our regulators, local officials, other stakeholders,
and the public
• Once a remedy has been selected, the facility must be designed
which requires multiple reviews and approvals
K-27 Demolition

Waste Disposal at Existing Cell
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Collaboration between DOE and its
regulators is critical to project success
Proposed Plan
to the public

Remedial Design
Work Plan

2016

2017

RI/FS

Record of
Decision

2018

Site Prep and Construction

2019

2020

2021

2022

Begin
Operations

Design, WAC Attainment Plan, Safety Basis, etc.

•

Submitted 4th draft of Alternatives Evaluation to
regulators in March; we are currently in “informal
dispute” to resolve outstanding issues

•

Submitted a draft Proposed Plan to the regulators
earlier this month
‒ Issuance of Proposed Plan for public comment
will follow later this year
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Public participation is an important part
of the planning process

• Public participation is an important
part of the planning and decisionmaking process
• DOE, EPA, and TDEC are participating
together to provide up-to-date
information to the public
• Our goal is for the public to
understand the process and have
ample information in advance of
asking for public input
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